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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
In this final chapter we summarize some of the Important observations of the thesis, the 
dcdl~ct~ons we draw from them and thelr slgnlficance with respect to other experimental 
and theoretical work In the first chapter we had pointed out some lnterestlng aspects 
of the dlfferent cxperlmental observations ID this class of manganites We present the 
cor~clusioris wlth regard to those questions We also glve an outline for future work. 
taklng the present set of investigation to a better conclusion 
Point contact spectroscopy was used to estimate the EPI function on a SC of 
Lao 75Sro 25MnOs The EPI function obtalned shows the presence of optlcal phonon 
modes, in the energy interval 20 - 80 meV The phonon modes are identified with the 
different modes of vibration of the MnO6 octahedra and La-MN03 obtalned from 
dlfferent experl~nental nvestigatlons and theoretical calculations The EPI function 
is strongest In the energy range 40 - 60 meV, corresponding to the 0-Mn-0 chain 
vibrations This 1s an important observation slnce that charge transport In these 
systems takes place by carrier hopping along the 0-M-0 chain and thus are affected 
by the phononlc modes arlsing out of their vlbratlons 
The results also indicate a large electron-phonon couphng constant X - 1 2 Uslng 
the EPI functlon we were able to calculate the phononic contributlon to reslstlvlty 
In the system It shows a good match to the experimentally obtained resistivlty 
below 100 K Thls novel result establishes a phononlc orlgin of the resistivlty In 
the FM phase of the manganltes, in a regme where MR IS almost negligible and 
the spin-d~sorder scattering is negligible The result also puts an estimate on the 
spin-dlsorder contributlon of the resstlvity, domlnant at higher temperatures Thus 
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.we were able to  explain the low temperature resistivity of the system as anslng out 
of optical phonons present in the system 
. The barrier tunneling SpeCtrOSCOpY On SCs of Lao issro 25Mn03 and Lao l C a o a ~ n ~ 3  
clearly shows the presence of a depletion In the sample DOS at  EF, at 4 2 K ~h~~ 
low energy ( / e l  5 15 meV) feature observed at  4 2 K indicate that carrier locall- 
sat,ion effects are present in the system even though the transport measurements 
indicate a metallic behav~our Such a depletion in DOS, though very shallow Is 
unco~iventional in a metallic system These low energy features are not observed at 
hlghcr temperatures primarily due to  thermal smearing 
Interestingly we also observe that the depletion in the DOS for the w~der band gap 
Lao i5Sr0 25Mn03 is shallower than that for LQ iCao 3MnO3 This observation is 
lndccd important and requlres further experimental investigations and theoretical 
worlc to explain the observat~on Although the conclusive is sill lacking, it is reason- 
able to expect that this depression 1s related to the larger depress~ons in the DOS 
observed near the T, of these mangan~tes 
The STM based vacuum tunneling studies carried out on 50 nm thln film of 
Lao 7Cao 3MnOa explores the variat~on of DOS near T, of the system The STS 
studies on the strain free film (exh~biting little or no PS) clearly bears signature of 
the metal insulator transition at T, The energy dependence of the DOS close to EF 
is seen to change quantitatively across the T, The zero bias tunnel conductance, 
which 1s also representative of N,(EF) shows a large decrease near T,, reflecting the 
large increase in resistivity observed Interestingly the energy dependence of the 
DOS near EF, in the metallic state, is similar t o  that seen In other correlated oxides 
with disorder 
Above T, we observe a finite DOS a t  EF contrary to the expected gapped DO$ 
Simulations of conductance data above T, indicate that the finite temperature effects 
might be responsible for the high zero bias conductance and the finite DOS at EF 
We infer, the sharp rlse in p on approaching T, from the metalhc side appears to 
be determined by a depression m the DOS a t  EF 
The spatially resolved spectroscopic (CMAP) studies on t h n  films of Laa 7C@3Mn03 
with varying degree of strain. explored the role of film-substrate mlsmatch induced 
biaxlal straln in causlng phase separatlon in the FM metallic phase The trans- 
port measurements and the CMAP studles on the strained and unstralned films 
show markedly different behavlour We observe that the stralned films are phase 
separated whlle the unstrained one shows no detectable phase separatlon SVe also 
observe that wlth decrease of T, below T,, not only the fractlon of metallic phases 
increase, but the average conductivity of both the hlgh conductance as well as the 
low conductance phases increase 
The presence of phase separatlon was further confirmed by the high electrical noise 
observed In the stralned film compared to the unstrained one We Infer that phase 
separation IS nelther an intrinsic property of the manganltes nor essential to explaln 
the MIT seen In these samples Rather the strong electron-lattice coupling in the 
system causes phase separation due to lattlce distortions caused by the strain in the 
sample 
Scope for future investigations: 
The large change In reslstlvlty at T, in these manganltes have been indicated to arlse 
from the large change in the DOS near T, However, it says nothlng about the magnetlc 
response of the DOS at T, We need to carry out similar STS measurements as a functlon 
of magnetic field to see whether the colossal magnetoreslstance effect is reflected In the 
change of DOS with magnetic field 
The observation of phase separatlon as a function of temperature will be further 
strengthened in case we observe slmllar behaviour as a function of magnetlc field The 
temperature dependent CMAPs show that the volume fraction and the conductance of 
the higher conducting phases increases with decrease of temperature It would be rather 
interesting to see the effect of magnetic field Do the volume fractlon as well as the 
magnitude of conductance of the phases change wlth field? 
Of particular importance will be a CMAP study on a hzgh qualzty single crystal sample 
Only when we observe no PS in that system will we be able to settle the role of strain In 
the PS phenomena 
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llave ~o in ted  out certain differences between the PS picture as lnvestlgated b Y 
tile CRIAP and electrical noise measurements Probably the best way to see whether the 
iiomallls fluctuate with time is to study the noise in the tunnel current or the fluctuations 
lil tunllcllng conductance directly One can position the tip over a phase separated doman 
and record the tlme serles This would be the ideal technique to probe the question ofnolse 
,trlsll~g froln domain fluctuations Aga~n, such studies carried out a t  different magnetic 
fieltls wo,lld give 11s Invaluable information 
Olle niust appreciate that the above studies outlined are rather difficult experiments 
our lllvestlgat~ons and published literature shows the extent to which the substrate affects 
thr thlIl film propcrt~es Keeping both the above limitations In mind a highly meticulous 
STM based study is requ~red to settle the issue of PS and if possible on a single crystal 
sarnple 
